
ANNUALS GARDEN DESCRIPTON 
    

 

The Marion Demonstration Garden annuals plot is packed with color!  

 

Annual flowers are a popular staple of home gardens, and run their course in one year. They may 

be either cool-season or warm-season and, although they usually do not survive the winter, some 

of them do. In any case, they reproduce fairly easily, either by saving and planting seeds, or by 

allowing the plants to self-sow.  

 

Annual flowers add a variety of color to a garden, and can be picked for home bouquets to bring 

a splash of color indoors. 

 

The annuals plot can be viewed and appreciated for both its beauty and efficiency. 

 

Located between the raised beds and the Drought Tolerant Garden, the plot is designed for 

maximum visual effect from afar and up-close. A path of flat field stones allows access to the 

interior of the garden to encourage viewing details. The round plot has a diameter of 21' 6". The 

center of the plot is 12" higher than the smooth concrete edges. This change in elevation is a 

feature that shows off the flowers. 

 

There are small decorative field stones stacked a few high on about a third of the perimeter of the 

garden. The annuals garden is divided into sections by the path, a ring of bricks in the center of 

the garden, and four right angle sections of terracotta tiles on the perimeter. These sections make 

it easier to annual plant seedlings in the spring in decorative geometric patterns.   

 

There are some perennial flowers interspersed with the annual flowers to add variety and to use 

the surplus flower stock that is left over after the annual spring plant sale. Two sections are 

planted with poppies and other beneficial flowers for insects. The garden is planted in May and 

is thriving in three weeks.  All the pretty flowers make it an attractive area. 

 

 


